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COTiTE-'TTS :

Abstract

A new approach to H=2 supersymmetry baaed on the concept

of harmonic superspace is proposed and is used to give an unconst-

rained superfield geometric description of N=2 super Yang-Mills

and supergra/ity theories as well as of matter N=2 hypermultiplets.

The harmonic N=2 auperspace has as independent coordinates, in

addition to the usual ones, the iaoapinor harmonics Li. • on the

sphere SU(2)/U(1). The role of LL~ is to relate the 5U(2) group

realized on the component fields to a U(1) group acting on the re-

levant euperfields. Their introduction makes i t possible to SU(2)-

covariantize the notion of Graaamann analytlclty. Crucial for our

construction is the existence of an analytic subspace of the ge-

neral harmonic N=2 guperspace. Tho hypermultiplet superfields and

the trua prepotentiala (pre-prepotentiala) of N=2 super Yang-Mills

and supergrsvity are unconstrained superfunctions over th:s ana-

lytic aubspace. The pre-prepotentials have a clear geometric Inter-

pretation as gauge connections with respect to the internal SV{2)/U(i)

-directions. A radically new feature arises: the number of

gauge and auxiliary degrees of freedom becomes infinite while

the number of physical degrees of freedom remains f ini te . Other

new results are the massive N=2 Yang-Mills theory and various

off-ahell self-interactions of hypermultip.lets. The propagators

for matter and Yang-Mills auperfields are given.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays almost everybody understands the importance of the

explicitly covariant formulations of the supersymmetrie theories

in terms of unconstrained guperfields (Si1'a below). Clear under-

standing and technical convenience are not the only arguments

in favour of such an approach. Probably the main reason is the

drastic aimplification of the study of ultraviolet divergence

cancellations in an unconstrained SP formulation compared to a

component field one.

If in N=1 supersymmetry (SUSY) all known theories are well

described in terms of SF's, this is not the case in N=2 SUSY.

Component formulations are known for the super Yang-Millg theory

(SYM) and for supergravity (3G) ^'^ , as well as for the mat-

ter hypermultiplet theory . These theories have been formulated

in terms of constrained SF's O/ . Essential difficulties have

arisen on the way to an unconstrained formulation. A partial suc-

cess was the non-geometric description of the Abelian N=2 SYM

theory by L.Mezincescu . Later on P.Howe, K.Stelle and F.Town-

send have managed to extend the Uezincescu's formulation to

the non-Abelian case but the gauge group structure and the geo-

metry of the theory have remained unclear. They have succeeded

also in the description of the relaxed hypermultiplet (without

self-interaction) ^.

In the present article a new formulation of all N=2 super-

symmetric theories (SYM, SG and hypermultiplet) is proposed in

terms of unconstrained S?*s. It involves a new type of superspace

(SS) (analytic SS) and is rather unusual in some aspects. There-

fore we think it Is worth starting with a condensed expose of the

main ideas before plunging ir,to the details of the construction

and the results.

A"tl previous attempts to find a SF formulation of the N=2

theories mentioned above have been made in the framework of the

well-known real (or central; see sect. II) basis in N=2 S3

It has the advantage of an explicit SU(2)-invariance (which is

a feature of most of the known F=2 theories),, At the same time

there are too many 0's in (1.1) and the SP's defined there have

a lot of redundant higher spin components. The latter have to be

eliminated either by imposing constraints or by using comp-

licated prepotentlals of wild dimension (e.g., Cm in Ref. )

with large gauge groups lacking clear geometric meaning.

On the other hand, there is a smaller SS in which N=2 super-

symmetry can be realized . It is a subspace of (1.1):

The SP's defined there are much shorter and an economic formula-

tion of, e.g., N=2 SYM linearized theory becomes possible .

However, this basis admits only an 0(2) (or U(1)) automorphism

group and the gauge groups found there can hardly be extended

to the non-Abelian case.

The main idea of the present work is to combine the merits

of the two approaches discussed above. That means, to use a super-

space like (1.2) with en explicit U(1) symmetry allowing to con-

sider short SF's, and at the same time not to lose track of the
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i;li(2}-invariance needed in most of the theories. To this end

we introduce special objects - some sort of "zweibeins" U. ,

(1.3)

They have an SU(2) index i and a U(1) index ± . With their

help an 3U(2) isospinor like 0^ can "be converted into a pair

of independent U(1) objects:

and vice versa, owing to the property (1.3)

The next step is to realize that

(1.5)

t.6)

form a subset * ' of (1.1) closed under U=2 SUSY transformations

(1.7)

=0 -
We shall call (1.6) the analytic s^spacc or K=L> UP. (see s e- t . i i ) .

In a way i t i s similar to (1.2) (indeed, (1.2) ia obtained by the

particular choice W*i -j= , ^ ' - k ) b u t t h e difference is that

in (1.6) the original N=2$U^with parameters £ l (SU(2) splnora)

is realized whereas in (1.2) only i t s U(1) re l ic remains.

Now consider analytic SF's defined on (1.6)

*' Compare with the bases in

(1.8)

as a whole i s a representation of U(l) with charge 0 . I t s

components have charges varying from Q to Q~A depending on the

charge carried by the 0 -terms in the decomposition. Bach compo-

nent is i t se l f a function of the new coordinates U ~. , e.g. (if,

say, <J>0 )

'X U * ) = 2 3 (*A) V H; - W|M+ U"^--• Uj m ( I « 9 )

Here -V are symmetric irreducible representations of SU(2) a!ld

singlet;- of lid).(The reason why all U(1) indices enter via M + , U~

only will become clear soon). Thua we see that we can work with

SP's which have short enough v -decomposition (virtually the same

as for N=1 SP*s). Although they are U(1) representations only,

their ordinary field components are SU(2) representations and the

SU(2) symmetry is not lost, only hidden. The picture is somewhat

similar to the vierbein formalism In gravity (see, e.g., ).

There, with the help of the vierbeina £a one can convert world

vectors like 7?Xm
 ( etc. into Lorentz ones and write down the

theory in a Lorentz covariant way without losing the general coor-

dinate transformation invarianco. This allows to describe linearly

apinors which are typical Lorentz (but not general covariant)

objects. Similarly, with the help of the "zweibein" U . we can

-6-



now preserve the notion of U(1) ss (1.2) (i.e. analytic ss

(1.6)) without having to give up the more general SU(2) -symmetry.

The analogy with the vierbein can be extended along ano-

ther line. It is known 17) that spinors do exist within the ge-

nerel coordinate group itself, but only as nonlinear realizations.

This can be achieved by removing the antisymmetric part of <•

thus fixing the local Lorentz gauge. In our case the U(1) gene-

rator acting on W." can be identified with the T generator of

the SU(2) group. Then U* can be further restricted to have two

independent degrees of freedom only, e.g.

(1,10)

Now they transform as a nonlinear realization of SU(2) with U(1)

as a stability subgroup:

. (1.11)

Then one realizes that if,̂  in (1.10) are just the coordinates

of the sphere SU(2)/U(1), U~ are the basic harmonic functions

on this homogeneous space and (1.9) is an example of harmonic

expansion on the sphere '°>'°'. The above assertion that the com-

ponents of the expansion (1.9) carry no U(1) indices is the main

assertion of the harmonic analysis on homogeneous spaces (here

on SU(2)/U(1)). It has to do with the presence of the U~-depen-

dent U(i)-factor in the transformation law (1.11). In what follows

we shall stick to the "zweibein" interpretation of U ~ for the

sake of technical simplicity.

We can now claim that the newly introduced analytic SP's

(1.8) are just the right objects for the formulation of all known

-7-

N=2 SUSY theories. Let us give an example. The dimensionless SF

+ 2) V (*A,0+,B+,U±) is suitable to be the single prepoten-

tial for N=2 SYM theory. In the Abelian case it has the following

gauge transformation

Here A (*Aĵ  p""̂  y*) (<̂ = 0) is the dimensionless gauge group ana-

lytic parameter and "D is one of the (super) covariant deriva-

tives on the sphere SU(2)/U(i) (see sect. II). When applied to

an analytic SP it has the form

9 ^ (1.13)

Clearly, J> A is again an analytic SP as Y itself. Using

(1.8), (1.9), (1.12) and (1.13) it is a simple exercise to obtain

the following Wess-Zumino-like gauge for V :

) a: (1.14)

tf^A)6(u.
The residual gauge transformations affect only the vector field

ha. • Clearly, (1.14) is exactly the field content of N=2 SYM

theory ii.

It is really amuaing to see how the infinite number of deg-

rees of freedom in V (coming from the decomposition (1.9)) are

precisely killed by the components of the gauge parameter ^

leaving just the necessary set of fields. The explanation is as

fellows. Both V a n d A (8"d any analytic scalar SP) describe

the same single euperspin 0 , but they contain infinitely many

' Definitions of superspin and superisospin quantum numbers
20)

can be found in



superlsospins (see sect. II for mere details). Thus, v has

superisospins 0,1,2 -•. and "A hag 1,2,.... It is precisely

the extra superisospin 0 in V which survives in (I»14)«

The full power of this new formalism is revealed in lae non-

linear (non-Abelian) case. The non-Abelian version of (1.12) is

extremely simple:

Notice the striking similarity of (1.15) with the ordinary ( A/= O )

YM theory. Indeed, V has the geometric meaning of the connec-

tion for the oovariantized derivative P' : 5b • "D"*"*"-*-£ V

(see sect. IV).

The same rebirth of the N=0 principles is found in N=2 5G

(sect. V ) . There the prepotentials are the vielbeins for the

covariant t) . Recall that the prepotentials in H=1 SYM and SG

have the meaning of bridges between two gauge groups defined in

21 22}

the real and the chiral auperspaces ' .In the N=2 case si-

milar objects still exist (they relate groups defined in the

real and the analytic SS), but now they are expressed in terms

of the "D connection (or vielbeins).

The hypermultiplet is another example of the application of

the new approach (sect. III). It has two versions: in the first
9")the scalars form a singlet and a triplet of SU(2) ' and in the

second - an SU(2) doublet '. The first one is described by an

analytic SF CO with the equation of motion

and the other one by an analytic SP fl with the equation

These equations can be derived by straightforward variation of

the following actions

1 + - o

Here fly^ aii is the measure of the analytic subapace integration

(it has charge - 4). Hotice that off-shell both theories contain

an infinite number of auxiliary (higher isoapin) fields.

It turna out that this makes it possible to write

down various off-shell self-coupling terms for both U) and ft+ ,

as well as simple supercurrenta for coupling to SYiil and SG .

. The same phenomenon (the occurence of infinitely

many auxiliary fields) takes place in the massive W=2 spin-1

theory (massive version of the N=2 SYM theory) constructed for

the first time in sect. IV.

Let us summarize the main results of this paper. The SS

of N=2 SUSY is extended to include the sphere SU(2)/U(1). The

introduction of the corresponding harmonic coordinates allows

to find a new analytic subspace of N=2 SS. There the gauge groups

of N=2 SYM and SG are very simple. The adequate prepotentials

for these theories are unconstrained analytic SF's with trans-

parent geometric meaning. The action for U=2 SYM is written down

in terms of the prepotentials, the one for N«2 SG is conjectured.

A massive off-shell version of U=2 SYM theory is proposed. Hew

off-shell unconstrained formulations of the hypermultiplet in-

volving an infinite number of auxiliary fields are found. They

admit non-trivial self-couplings as well as interaction with SYM

and SG. The propagators for the matter and SYM SF's are obtained

together with a convenient gauge fixing term for w = 2 SYM theory.

-9- -ID-



II. The ABC of analytic N=2 auperspace

In this section we shall introduce the concepts of harno-

nic variables (A* , of analytic basis (AB) in M=2 S3 and analy-

tic SI1 and give a number of conventiona and useful formulas.

II.1. Harmonic variables and their calculus

As explained in sect. I the key point in our approach is to

convert the 3U(2) indices J into U(l) ones with the help of some

new "zweibein-like" boaonic variables **'

;

(II.1a)

(II.1b)

Here Y i a some SU(2) doublet and ^ are its U(1) projections.

From (II.1) follows that U± must satisfy the conditions

(11.2)

=0 -

It is clear that the definitions (II.1), (II.2) allow to consider

U+L > U~; as 5U(2) doublets with respect to tiie index i. and

as carrying U(1) charges +1 or -L . V/e aha 1.1 refer to them aa

harmonic variables according to their origin discussed in sect. I.

The ordinary complex conjugation (~) affects both the

SU(2) and U(1) indices of M* . One can define another and very

Our SU(2) conventions are explained in the Appendix.

S3'a including the coordinates of homogeneous spaces

(e.g., SU{2)/U(1)) have been discussed ay Lukier3ki and Perber

A complete list of possible 33's have been given by Manin 2;Jb'

important operationWwhich acts on the U(1) index only and is

compatible with (11.1,2):

•i\* ^ II'1 dr. )* = - U+> . (11-3)

Notice t;u. unusual property

(u±v** = - u± . ..<.u.4j

'He shall consider functions of U+ , U~ which are given

by tne following harmonic expansion in terms of symmetrized pro-

ducts of U + and U~ (irrepa of 3U(2)):

*). 2
("• T as a whole transforms as a representation of U(1) witn

charge fl, (here SitO ; for fl<-0 there is an analogous formula).

At the same time the coefficients •(• are 3U(2) tensors with

isospin y\+ % .

The straightforward differentiation with respect to W~ does

not preserve the defining property (II.2). Hov/ever, there exist

three (as many as the number of independent degrees of freedom

in U ) differential operators which do preserve it:

(II.6)

They form the algebra of SU (2)

(II.7)

-11- -13-



The action of these derivaives on (JL~ is very simple

(II.8)

An important problem in the U -calculus is to solve the

differential equation

for the unknown X • Consider first the homogeneous equation

Its general solution is

(11.11)

Now, the inhomogeneous equation (II.9) has the following solu-

tions

(11.12)

no solution Q 4, - 2.

Here

(11.13)

is a partial solution of (II.9).

Finally, one can define integration over M ~ by the follo-

wing rules

In fact, this integral simply extracts the singlet component

of the integrand. One can easily check that

"(u) = 0 r (11.15)

This property makes it possible to integrate by parts.

II.2. Central basis of N=2 SS

Here we give a very brief reminder of the familiar central

(or real) basis (GB) of N=2 S5 as a starting point for the

discussion of the analytic basis.

In CB the N=2 S3 is parametrized by the coordinates

M

Here X is a real SU(2) singlet and are conjugated

SU(2) doublets. The SUSY transformations are given by

(11.17)

The spinor oovariant derivatives are defined by

(11.18)

They satisfy the following algebra (supposing there is no central

charge):

(11.19)

-13-
-1k-



II.3* Analytic basis and superfielda

After all those preliminaries we can proceed to the main

topic of this section. Now we regard U," as (harmonic) coordina-

tes additional to z? M in (II.i6)j

Central basis: 1 2 U • V

From here we can pass to another basis ( A B ) -

Analytic basis

The new independent variables are related to the old ones as

*)follows

* x1*- H.
(11-22)

In this new basis N=2 SUSY is realized as

SV1- -Ai U'<rwe+ + & V T
(11-23)

Stress that in (11,23) the SUSY parameters are the same £jj,*

£lf as in (11,17).

It is most remarkable that in (11,23) X* • 0^ . ©*i • Ĥ "

form a subset closed under N=2 SUSY transformations, '.Ye shall

call it

Analytic subspace: j 3 1 ~ ^ A ) ^ « t . " i ) i ^ r i ' (11.24)

' Recall the coordinates X J * -*• C "-eLi-V 0 V anti-
cipated for N=2 SUSY in 15>. We aee that y w. C=vnCi ..+ M -

An important property of CB (11.20) is its reality

\j in _ \, w / O . \_ IS,.*1 l/+t = li". (11-25)

(11.20) ~ T ;

It allows to coasider real SF's. The new AB (11.21) is real too

but under combined complex and U(1)-conjugation (II.3):

a - &.t • (II.25b)

It is easy to check that (11.25) is compatible with the relation

(11.22). Notice that the analytic subapace (11,24) is "real" by

itself (II.25a). Therefore one can consider real analytic SF's

there.

Consider now the covariant derivatives in AB, The harmonic

derivative T) (11,6) becomes
i

and analogously for V ^D , The spinor derivatives (11,18) are

decomposed into - parts;

(II.27a)

(II.27b)

The fact that D ^, 5 ^ (II.27a) are reduced to simple derivatives

with reapect to B , Q reflects the existence of the invari-

ant analytic subspece (11.24).

The SF's defined in CB (11.20) may or may not depend on

U ~ • The U"-independent SF's do not carry U(1) charge and obey

the obvious differential constraint

-16-



=• U . (11.28)

In AB all SP's must depend on U"̂  (since the transformation laws

(11.23) mix up X . # and U ). Even the i3P (11.28) acquires

W--dependence when rewritten in A3(indeed, D + (11.26) is not

simply W-i"'rstt-i now). On the other hand, in AB one can define SP's

which do not depend on 6 , $ ".

Analytic SF: © * (y. £+ Q* y*) ^ 1)^ (P = "D^ 9'=.0 , (11.29)

In general, they carry U(i)-charge Q .

The analytic (e.g., scalar) SF's have the decomposition

(11.30)

Using the rules (II.25a) of combined conjugation one can impose

the following reality condition on CD V (for even fl )

o M (11.31)

It means, e.g.

> A . O - A * . etc.
Further, the components in the m,i-expanaion of the boaonic fields

become alternately real or imaginary.

Let us examine the content of irreps of H=2 SUSY in (II.31).

Clearly, there is a single superapin 20)

SF*')in it, whereas there is an infinite tower of superiaospins.

To find out their values recall that the superisospin of an

irrep coincides with the i3ospin of the highest spin state in

it 20^. Here the highest spin 1 is carried by the vector fields

^ft v^A ^ ) * According to (11,5) there are isospins %L-i-\ ,

, etc . Therefore the superisospin content of is

It should be pointed out that in practice only the lowest sup-

reisospin survives, the rest are either auxiliary or gauge deg-

rees of freedom (see sect. Ill, IV, V).

It is instructive to rewrite the analytic SF's in CB (11.20):

The coefficients in (11.33) are ordinary Ur-independent SF's

satisfying the constraints

the same for ^j( . One can clearly see how the compact and un-

constrained object (11.29) defined in AB becomes an infinite

tower of constrained ordinary SP's in OB.

A final remark about the integration over the analytic sub-

space. The measure is

Integration over U was defined in (11.14). The Grassmann

0 ( for a scalar

For SF's with external Lorentz indices the generaliza-

tion is straightforward.

-17- -18-



integration is equivalent to differentiation, so

(11.36)

This explains the negative charge of the measure. Equation (11.15)

now becomes
r x

~ " 0 . (11.37)

III. Hypermultiplets

The simplest example of an application of the analytic SF's

is the unconstrained off-shell description of the N=2 matter

multiplet (hypermultiplet). It ia characterized by the presence

of an infinite number of auxiliary fields. Owing to this new

feature we are able to write down off-she11 self-coupling terms

for the first time.

111,1. Fayet-Sohniua hypermultiplet

The F$ hypermultiplet 4 > 8 ) contains an SU(2) doublet of

scalars ^ and a Dirac spinor (^jfii) on-shell. We shall

describe it by means of a complex analytic SF

~ . The free action for Q* is given byV
This action is real

v s .
Here we used the conjugation rules from the Appendix and eq.

(11.37).

The equation of motion is obtained by straightforward va-

riation of (III.1):

V +fl +=O. (IH.2)
To make contact with the ordinary 3F formulation of thi3 theory

8', let us rev/rite <? + in JB (see (11.33)):

(III.3)

where Q

(II.34):

, etc. are SF's constrained according to

The equation of motion (III.2) implies (see (II.8)) that a") fe

f (£)=0 t etc. So, one is left with the familiar constrained

on-ahell description of the PS multiplet ':

Note that putting Q on-shell (III.2) kills the infinite number

of auxiliary fields initially present in the action (III.1). In

fact, we could have cut off almost the whole tail of auxiliary

fields by imposing the constraint

(V*~+) Z (£^0 . tIH.6)
It leaves only the two first SPfs in (III.3) and one can check

that it does not imply equations of motion. However, this const-

raint makes the variation of the action difficult and moreover,

it makes the introduction of off-shell self-coupling terms im-

possible.

On the contrary, keeping & in its unconstrained form with

all its auxiliary fields allows to write down the following

self-interactions

-19- -20-



+ c.c (III.7)

Since L 0I5 A (wj^CM j £. #*" J-C*w , the coupling constants ^X

(5 ̂ Y have dimension 6vw+a . The free equation of motion (III.2)

now becomes (consider, e.g., A = Y V = - O ) :

Note that the constraint (III.6) which was compatible with the

free equation (III.2) is not consistent with the non-linear equa-

tion (III.a).

So, the presence of an infinite number of auxiliary fields

proved crucial for the existence of off-shell self-coupling.

To understand better this phenomenon the following analogy might

be useful. The free Klein-Gordon equation (o +7W1) u>(>0=O

singles out an irrep of the Poincare group with mass KM . How-

ever, if interaction, is included, e.g. , (Q + j^Afx) = /\ S\TO » tlae

mass spectrum becomes infinite. In our case the free equation

(III.2) is in fact the irreducibility condition for a massless

superspin 0 , superisoapin 1/2 multiplet (see (11.33)). In the

interacting case (III.8) the full infinite spectrum of super-

isospins (11.33) reappears.

Finally, to give an idea how the interaction (III.7) looks

like in terms of component fields after the elimination of the

auxiliary fields we present the Lagrangian in the first order

in ̂  ( ft -. 10= 0 for simplicity):

= - k

(III.9)

One can show that the full non-linear bosonic part of the Lagran-

gian is

It would be interesting to compare it with the hyper Kahler 6^-

model 24' .

III.2, Howe-Stelle-Townsend hypermultiplet

The H5T hypermultiplet 9' contains a singlet i> and a real

triplet (J)1^ of scalars and a doublet of Weyl spinors <1/̂ ^ on-

-shell. We shall describe it by a real (see (II.31)) analytic

SP <O("V* U ± )> l(*l\=C*H . The free action for U) is

f
and the corresponding equation of motion reads

c m - 1 0 )

(iii.li)

Again, we rewrite ^C\A •*/ i n C B

where cO(s), OJ^(%) t etc. are constrained according to (11.34).
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The equation of motion (III.11) cuts the tail off starting from

OJ ^ = Oj... . The remaining SF«s obey the equations

T) ji u) = "T ̂ UK (*-* > "̂  <W ̂  = & a n d h.c, (III.13)

which coincide with the equations of motion of ref. ^'. In order

to reproduce the off-shell formulation of ref. ^ one can impose

the constraint

0> + +) C*) - 0 (111.14)

compatible with the free equation of motion (III.11).

As in the case of PS hypermultiplet it is the unconstrained

SF G H J A / O that allows for nonlinear self-interaction terms.

This time, however, more than one hypermultiplet is needed;

Here "J (V>-V^/is some^metric1,' ]jt\ ~ 0*H+ is the coupling

constant. If V\ = 4- (III.15) is equivalent to the free action

(III.1O). Stress that in the case of nontrivial self-interaction

(III.15) the constraint (III.14) is not compatible any more with

the equation of motion derived from (III.15).

Finally, we mention the obvious generalization of the action

formulae (III.1), (III.7), (III.15) to the case of several inter-

acting hypermultiplets of the 0| and 6J types:

III.3. The propagator

The real advantages of the unconstrained SF formulations

of SUSY theories are revealed in quantization. An outstanding

example is the proof of the finiteness Df the N=4 SYM theory .

It is based on an W=2 SF formulation of the N=4 theory. One may

hope that the new approach to N=2 SUSY proposed here will lead

to a further significant simplification of that proof. Therefore

the development of a quantization procedure for the analytic

SF's is an important task. Here we shall present just the first

stepa in this direction.
+

We shall consider the simplest example of the SF Q of

sect. III.1. To find the propagator we rewrite eq, (III.2) with

an analytic source in the r.h.s.

-•vHr

where the Green function Vr satisfies the following equation

Its solution is given by

Here A(u/Ay P̂ -ays the role of a fl -function for functions

U+) with J?/l :

(iu.20)

It is not hard to check that
I

has the following expansion

(III.21)

Vu** V
-23-



Although <T is analytic with respect to both arguments the

solution of (III.19) is most easily presented in CB

•16

Here the solution of the equation

and haa the expansion

" *

(HI.24)

The operators (t)+) a (fc^^+^and tyV)* in (111.22) ensure the

explicit aualyticity of G-+* in CB. To verify that (111.22) is

the solution of (III.19) one has to use (III.23), the ]) -algebra

and the properties { 1>>I> J=0 and

It is not hard to see that

produces the correct propagators for the component fields.

A simple example of application of the above technique is

the computation of the tadpole diagram

0
It vanishes because /\* (U,<AJ"O, as can be easily checked using

(III.24) and setting « = « ' . ThiB is an interesting new mecha-

nism of cancellation of divergencies. This and Dther aspects of

quantization of the new SP's deserve a special study.

IV. U=2 superaymmetric Yang-I.'!ills theory

IV. 1, Comparison between 1=0,1,2 SYivi geometries

The unconstrained geometric description of the N=2 SYM theory

turns out to have profound analogies with its N=O and N=l pre-

decessors. Therefore we shall first recall some of the basic

concepts of the 1J=O,1 theories and on this ground draw a rough

picture Df the 11*2 one.

In the case N=0 {ordinary YM-theory) the fundamental object

is the gauge connection Av̂ v*/ • It transforms as follows:

where 7i(x) is the gauge group parameter. The invariants (field

strength, action, etc.) are expressed in terms of the gauge field.

In the case H=l a new type of object, the complex prepo-

tential TaTfa&J5)appears. It relates two gauge supergroups:

(IV.2 )

The first one (with real parameters THfi,9) ) acts on general

SF's q>(K,ff,9j which are defined in the CB of H=1 SS. The other

one (with complex parameters M*t,©) ) acta on chiral SF's

defined in the chiral subspace of N*1 SS . The prepotential

TaT plays the role of a bridge between these two groups (like

the vierbein which is a bridge between the general covariance

and the Lorentz groups). The connections AL (*/&>©} ̂ .(XB,j

analogs of A ^ M (IT»1)) are now secondary objects and are

' Uote that the T" -group is auxiliary. It is entirely

compensated by the real part of XeT after which the theory can be

formulated in terms of the imaginary part of TaT and the '"X -

group only .

-25-
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expressed in terms of the prepotential

(IV.3)

In the case JT=2 the main geometric object (an analytic SF

V (^Ll)) is once more a connection as in the case 11=0. This

time, however, it ia not the connection for the familiar covari-

ant derivatives or i,. It corresponds to the covariant

differentiation with respect to the new internal coordinates tl

The Hal concept of bridges between different gauge groups re-

mains as well. Now the bridge V relates the gauge group acting

on general U -independent SF's and the one acting on analytic

SF's. The connections AilC t Aili r Aft- are given in terms of

the bridge (prepotential)y , aa in the case JJ=1. Notice that

this time the bridge itself becomes a secondary object and is

expressed in terras of the analytic unconstrained "pre-prepoten-

So, we see that the N=2 SYM geometry is a nontrivial com-

bination of elements of the 11=0 and H=1 YM geometries with the

radically new idea of harmonic superspace. Now we proceed to

the details.

IV.2. Analytic N=2 SYM gauge group and pre-prepotential

The key idea in the search for a relevant gauge group in

SYM is the preservation of the simplest representations of the

rigid SUSY (this idea was first formulated in the context of S3

25)

constraints 3y ). In the case 11=1 that was the ohiral repre-

sentation, but in the case of N=2 SYM it ia known not to exist

(in the absence of central charges; aee ). It is replaced by

the new analytic representation (11.29) which is described in

-27-

the analytic subspace (11.24) by unconstrained £>F's. In order

to preserve this concept one must introduce a gauge group acting

on analytic SF's & (̂  A u) with parameters which are analytic

themselves:

where Tij, a r e *he internal symmetry group generators. The pa-

rameters ^ are chosen real to be compatible with the existing

real analytic representations of rigid SUSY (11*31 )•

The spinor derivatives D^ , "1>̂  are automatically covari-

ant with respect to the group (IV.4),

since "b <̂L̂  = 'bli'?\ = 0 • However, the gauge parameters^ depend

on U * and therefore the derivative T) (II.6) is not covariant.

A connection SF V has to be introduced

(IV.6)

(IV.7)

(c.f. (iv.D).

In the absence of YM-fields the derivative U

analyticity,

preserves

(IV.8)

This ia an important property allowing to construct matter Lag-

rangians (gee sect. Ill ). Therefore we should keep it:

- o +
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Tfiia meana that the connection V ±s an imcpnstrained analy-

tic Sff, *^

(IV.10)

Further, by analogy with the case N=0 V i s chosen real

(in the sense (11.31))

Civ.11)

Aa was explained in sect. I in the Weaa-Zuiiino gauge the

5F v has exactly the component content of N=2 3YM, i.e. a

multiplet with superspin 0 and superisospin 0. Indeed, both V

and the parameter 9\ describe superepins 0, further, V con-

tains superisospins 0,1,2,..,, whereas *)\ starts from 1,2,...

(see (11.32)). So, we already have the right gauge object for

the N=2 SYM theory. What remains is to complete the formalism

of covariant differentiation and to construct the action,

IV.3. Bridge and spinor connections

Besides the analytic SF's, there exist alao ordinary SF's.

They are most naturally defined in CB where their <JL~ -indepen-

dence is evident. So, there must be a gauge group which preser-

ves the notion of U~ -independent SF and it must have parameters

which are U~ -independent themselves (in GB):

(IV.12)

A SI1 can be considered as unconstrained if there exists

a subspace in SS in which it is defined as a general auperfunction.

In this sense (IV.9) is not a constraint since it is automatically

solved in the analytic subapace {IV.10).

As in the H=1 case, one needs a bridge 'between the groups (IV.4)

and (IV,12) :

' **"* "' ' ' ' CIV. 13)

can be

(IV. 14)

& _ £
Since both A and T are real ( %•=. 7* ,T=T=^T )

chosen real too,

With the help of ^ one can convert ^ -covariant objects

into X* -covariant onea and vice versa. This applies to operators

as well. Take, for instance, the derivative D += U + t^-t (II.6).

Obviously, it is covariant with respect to the X t w i -inde-

pendent) group. Its ̂  -covariant version is (IV.6), so the follo-

wing relation must take place

Hence,

or, equivalently,

(IV.!6a)

This equation plays an important role. In the case N=1 the bridge

ZtT (IV.2) was an unconstrained bs&ic object. Here it is not,

and eq. (IV.16) allows to express it in terms of the unconst-

rained analytic pre-prepotential V '.Of course, the reconstruc-

tion of V from (IV.16) is only possible up to 72 -gauge free-

dom. To understand this point let ua first consider the lineari-

zation of (IV.i6b),

Eq. (IV. 13) is written down in CB but it could tie pre-

sented in AB equally well.

-29-
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According to the analysis in sect. II, this equation has the ge-

neral solution (11.12)

where V~o {&) is the solution of the homogeneous equation. Wow,

if one performs a ^ -transformation of V ( oV * —1> A

linearly) the first term in (IV.18) allows to recover only the

U~ -dependent part of the corresponding ^ -transformation of

IT f<rV="̂ )(see (11.13)). The rest of ^ as well as the X -gauge

freedom in V ( J V r - T ) is taken over by 1^(z) in (IV.18).

Note that this ambiguity in 1T~ does not show up in any of

the (.Xj gauge invariant quantities. In other words, one can fix

the X -gauge by eliminating l£(s) in (IV.18) without affecting

the physical content of the theory (recall the -£ -gauge fixing

in K=1 SYM in which (U ~Wz O in (IV.2)),

The above solution of (IV.16) is easily generalized for

the non-linear case:

t «=
Having obtained the bridge ^ t"" we can now find the *£ -

group spirior connections. To this end recall that the derivati-

ves ~b^ and "bt. are ̂  -covariant (see (IV,5)). Rewri ting them

as *~t-covariant operators we get

(IV.20)

So, the'X -covariant connections are

Recall that U

-D+* ) =

Indeed,

(IV.9). Now this means

(IV.22)

Here (IV.16), (IV.9) and the identity

C I V- 2 3 )

were used.

Stress that (IV.22) means that in CB

(IV. 24)

where A ^ C ^ ) * ̂  a/t't2) a r e ^he ordinary ^ -independent spi-

nor connections. The second halves of A can be obtained by

U -conjugation

A*(Jo- ^ A ^ ^ ; = (At
(TV.25)

iV%lT according to (IV.14)). Prom (IV.24), (IV.25) and the

property I) A ^ 2 j ~ 0 one can derive a useful identity

Finally, the vector cDvariant derivative is defined as

usual

-31-
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(IV.27)

So, the complete differential geometry formalism ha3 been const-

which in turnructed in terms of the prepotentials -gL

-.re functions of the unconstrained pre-prepotential V

IV.4. Relation with the constrained 11=2 SYL! formulation

,ie wish to point out that the construction presented above

provides the solution to the well-known constraints of H=2 SYI.i

theory . Conversely, one can start with the constraints and

solving them one will arrive at the prepotentials. The key to

the solution Is the splitting of the constraints

(IV.28)

into (+) components with the help of the harmonics

(the re3t are obtained from (IV.29) by conjugation). These const-

raints are very similar to those of K=1 SYM and have the otivious

solution (IV.21). Further, in addition to (IV.29) one now has a

new constraint (IV.9) involving the new derivative s) . Solving

it one arrives at the analytic pre-prepotential V defined

by the equation (IV.i6a).

The constraints (IV.29) deserve two comments. First, they

are just the integrability conditions -1' for the existence of

analytic representations in the presence of YM-fields, Second,

Rosly ' has presented the constraints (IV.2S) in a form very

close to (IV.29) and has pointed out their similarity with the

N=1 ones. The step that could have enabled him to solve the const

raints would have been to realize that U" should be considered

as independent coordinates, not only as 3U(2) to U{1) zweibeins,

IV.5. Field strength and action

The only independent tensor in the N=2 SYM theory is the

field strength W (IV.28). Using (IV.21) and (IV.25) one gets

(XV.3O.J

There are two alternative forms of V</ obtained with the help

of (IV.26) _ __

^ 1

(IV.30b)

0 L U " , (IV.3Oo)

The tensor ty/ has several important properties. Firat,

1)"*"* V<7 « b"l*/ — D , CIV.31)
i.e.W does not depend on U~ . This follows from the definition

(IV.28) and (IV,24). Second,W is covariantly chiral,

This can be easily obtained from (IV.3Ob,c), (IV.24), (IV.25),

(IV.20). Finally, W obeya the irreducibility condition

It follows from the Bianchi identities or can be proved expli-

citly using (IV.3O), (IV.26) and (IV.23).

The action formula for ¥=2 SYM theory is well-known 5 \

CIV.34J
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Here v°lulne element of the chiral subspace

Since W does not depend on U~ one can rewrite (IV.34) identi-

cally as follows:

( I V. 3 5 )

Inserting (IV.30c) into (IV.35) one gets

Now we shall vary the action with respect to the independent

variable V U^aj . The variation will be represented as an integ-

ral over the analytic subspace from where the equation of motion

will follow.

The variation is

Here we used the fact that b ^ U W-€ /-(? (see (IV.30c)). Using

the identity (IV.23) to interchange c and T>~ and theU* -inde-

pendence of |)C {IV.3D we obtain

Using the identity

and the property (11.15) of the W - integral we get

The next step i s to plug ]) into the trace and use (IV.31) and

(IV.23):

f $ - i

In the last equation the Grassmann integrations were replaced by

differentiations. The derivatives D and ~D ariticommute up to

total X -space derivatives, eo

(IV.36)

Since t) V
t-f

is an arbitrary function of the integration

variables we derive the equation of motion

(IV.37)

or, equivalently,

-35-

IV.6. Matter coupling

The coupling of N=2 SYM theory to the hypermultiplets desc-

ribed in section III is of prime interest. It provides an unconst-

rained N=2 SP formulation of the W=4 SYM theory, as well as of the

various N=2 models which are claimed to be finite ' ''. It is

plausible that in the new framework proposed here the proof of the

finiteness may be greatly simplified.

The (minimal) coupling is achieved, as usual, by covariantiza-

tion of the matter Lagrangian. Por the U) -hypermultiplet (III.10)

it is

-36-
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for the 0-one (III .1):

(IV.38)

^ . (IV.39)

Here TA are the generators of the YM-group in the matter repre-

sentation. An important particular case is when CJ in (IV.38) is

in the adjoint representation; then (IV.38) together with (IV.35)

give the action of N=4 SYM theory.

Note that varying (IV.38) and (IV.39) with respect to V

one can find the matter currents

"3"^ (<*>) = ^ T a ^ +CJ j l j M= T'Tfl.q̂  (iv,40)

They obey the conservation law

T>+t 3"*" = 0 (iv.41)

as a consensequence of the equations of motion (III.11)and (III.2).

IV.7. Massive N=2 SYM theory

The problem of finding the auxiliary fields for N=4 SYM the-

ory is still unsolved. In ref. 8'it was conjectured that in this

connection the knowledge of the massive off-shell N=2 SYM theory

might be of help. Up to now even this much simpler problem has

not been solved (in the absence of central charges). Here we pre-

sent two solutions.

One way to introduce mass in the N*2 SYM theory iB to comp-

lexify the Mezincescu*s prepotential

It is simple to check that on-shell this describes precisely a

complex massive spin 1 N=2 multiplet.

Using the formulation of the 11=2 SYM theory in terms of the

pre-prepotential y we can easily introduce a mass term with-

out complexification:

Axi \y +*v + + (iv.43)

(IV.44)

(iv.45)

The equation of motion (IV.37) new becomes (linearly):

Multiplying (IV.44) by D + +and using t>^+ W - O one gets

This, together with the analyticity condition for V singles

out just one real superspin 0 , superisospin 0 massive multiplet.

Unfortunately, this massive N=2 SYM theory seems unlikely

to lead to the auxiliary fields for the N=4 theory. •'Among the in-

finite number of auxiliary fields in (IV.35), (IV.43) there are

no spin 2-fields which are to be expected in the N=4 case.

IV.8. The propagator

Here, as in sect. III.3 we confine ourself to just the very

beginning of the quantization procedure for N=2 SYM SP.

The linearized equation of motion with an analytic source in

the r.h.s. is

lTir = T . (IV.46)

It follows from (IV.37) and (IV.jOc). Substituting (IV.18) into

(IV.46) we arrive at

As a consequence of the gauge invarianoe the operator in the l.h.s.

of (IV.47) is degenerate. To invert it one has to fix the gauge.
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A convenient gauge is

- 0 {IV.48)
which is a supersymmetrie extension of the Lorentz gauge. Using

(IV.48) and the harmonic expansion of \/ in CB one can check the

following identity

V * ^ - X V V + + . (17.49)

With the help of the D -algebra (IV.47) becomes

and the corresponding propagator is simply

<V++ V+'> ~ f (JO* TV*') ̂ (9-
where A I<*,<*) was defined in (III.21).

The full quantum Lagrangian contains also a ghost terra. For

(IV.48) Li LS

(iv.50)

where CfC are analytic ghost SF»s. The corresponding propagator

can be found by a procedure similar to that in sect. III.3.

V. B«2 Einstein aupergravity

Here we shall sketch a further application of the analytic

SF*s , this time to N=2 SG. Again we succeed in finding unconst-

rained analytic pre-prepotentials and a suitable gauge group acting

on them. In the Wess-Zumino gauge they contain just the components
2)

of H=2 SG '.The construction is rather similar to that for N=2

SYM and we shall often refer to this analogy. At the end of this

section poesibile ways to write down the action are discussed.

V.1. Preservation of analyticity

The basic gauge group for N=2 SG will be chosen to preserve

the analytic representations in curved SS. In sect. I l l we saw

that one can describe matter without central charges in terms of

analytic SF's. However, there exist also matter multiplebs with

central charge. For their description one employs an additional

real bosonic coordinate X . It turns out that Y is re-

levant in SG, The gauge transformations of the graviphoton compo-

nent of the TJ=2 SG multiplet originate from the transformations

of X1 ' ' . In the context of SS the V^-dependence in the mat-

ter sector gives rise to new objects in the SG sector (vielbeins,

torsions, e t c . ) . At the same time the SG group and SP'e themselves

will not depend on V in the case we are going to discuss .

So, we start with choosing the group of general coordinate

transformations of the analytic SS leaving invariant the analytic

subepace (including XA )'•

The harmonic coordinates undergo only rigid SU(2) and U(1) trans-

formations. The parameters ^ in (V.1) are real in the same sense

(II,25a,b) as the coordinates. Note the resemblance to the tr ian-

gular group in N=1 non-minimal SG 22b

*} Some details about Xs" in rigid SS can be found in the

Appendix.
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V.2. The p re -p repo ten t i a l s as % -v ie lbe ins

We sha l l proceed as in the case of K=2 SYM. The der iva t ive

t> i s a Lorentz s ca l a r and transforms under U(1) which is not

gauged. I t has to be covariantized with respect to the group (V,1):

K (V.2)

Here are vielbeins with transformation laws

(v.3)

In the case of r ig id N=2 SUSY T>+ q>(j4 / l) i s again an ana-

l y t i c SF. This property was very important for the matter ac t ions

( I I I . 1 ) , ( I I I . 1 0 ) . I t i s preserved rahen matter i s coupled to N=2

SYM, i t should be the case with N=2 5G too. So, c o n s i d e r ^ (V.2)

act ing on an ana ly t ic SF 4>(~3A X ^ u / :

where Mr(H, jU+ j^+) . If 2> <p i s to be a n a l y t i c , one should

demand

V
(V.5a)

(V.5h)

(V [ , V r do not have to be analytic since they do not appear

in (V.4)).

Further, if i B r e a l "̂  T l s real t o ° in the

rigid case. iVe should preserve this property as well, so we must

demand (recall ([1.3^.))

- V
liovi vie can claim that the vielbeins (V.5) with the transfor-

mation laws (V.3) describe exactly the components of N=2 SG (in

i t s f i r s t version J). Indeed, the l a t t e r form a multiplet with

superspin Y=1, superisospin 1=0 and two multiplets with Y=0, 1=0.

Nofl, the analytic SF*s (V.5a) have the following content (see

Cni.32)):

The corresponding analytic parameters (V.I) contain

We see that the multiplets in (V.7) which are not gauged away by

(V.f) are just (Y=1, 1=0) and (Y=0, 1=0) . (The non-analytic SP'a

(V.5b) are entirely gauged away by the parameters'^" , ^ " (V.1))i

An alternative way to convince oneself in the adequacy of

the pre-prepotentialsV is to go to the Wess-Zumino gauge. For

this purpose i t i s sufficient to consider the linearized transfor-

mations (V.3). The pre-prepotentiale \J ,

aa follows

are linearized
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where 3? is the gravitational coupling constant. The constant

terms in (V.8) can be read off the flat limit expression for 'D'*"*'

--1.C ). Prom (V.3) and (V.8) one finds

( v . 9 )

Expanding the SP's and parameters entering (V.9) both in

and U* one arrives at the Wesa-Zumino gauge

A /) - - to

V lcu}>

r.10)

The remaining gauge transformations acting on the fields in (V.10)

are local X W and central charge translations, local SUSY and local

Lorentz transformations. The fields in (v.10) coincide exactly with

the components of N=2 SG 2)

V.3. Bridges and differential geometry

Once again we shall follow our N=2 SYM strategy. To preserve .

the notion of ordinary { I/* -independent) SF*s we consider cent-

ral SS | ( 2 , Xs , U*)[ . The gauge group acting in i t has Ll -

independent parameters:

To establish an interconnection between the analytic and central

SS's we introduce bridges

C v - 1 2 )

The transformation law of the bridges V in (V.12) follows from

(V.1) and (V.11). The reality properties of XT are derived from

(V.12).

Now we can say that we deal with one N=2 SS in which the AB

and CB coordinates are related by the change of variables (V.12).

The bridges are not independent objects. Their relation to

the vielbeins V is obtained from the observation that the deri-

vative (Sj / j,*^ l—Zi i a covariant with respect to the group (V.11).

Further, it can be rewritten in AB,

Comparing with (V.2) one finds

A
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Eq. (V.13) is in fact the definition of the bridges V~ in terms

of the vielbeins V . The solution of this non-linear equation

can be found as in the H=2 SYM case (see sect, IV ). The ambi-

quity occurring corresponds once again to the X —transformations

of IT .

So far we have been discussing the covariant derivative <J

in AB and CB. To complete the differential geometry formalism one

needs spinor covariant derivatives as well. Let us start with i ) ^ ,

50^ i n AB- B v inspection of the analytic SS group (V.I) one can

see that the pair of spinor derivatives

_^\ (V.14)

ft

transforms homogeneously,

tentiale V .It turns out that the constraint

V-

This suggests the form of the covariant derivative

%\ =
A '" v A

Here \A Pis a new vielbein matrix transforming as follows

(V.15)

(V.16)

(V.17)

with Jlli) being the parameter of the tangent space Lorentz group.

The latter is chosen U -independent because the tensors in the

theory are ordinary U -independent SP's, Performing the change

of variables (V.12) one can find the expression for ?)o> in CB and

from there by conjugation obtain 2)Aa3 well. The remaining geo-

metric objects (Lorentz connections and vector covariant deriva-

tive) can be found by imposing conventional constraints. The quan-

tities \A>' in (V.16) should not be independent since all the

necessary degrees of freedom are already present in the pre-prepo-

y
can be solved for Vfrt in terms of V + +. Thus the differential

geometry formalism is completed and all the constraints for N=2

SG ' are solved in terms of the pre-prepotentiaIs V .

V.4. Discussion of the K=2 SG action

The action for N=2 SG was first proposed in a different frame-

work 2 9«3°). There the chiral H=2SS K x ™ , ^ ^A*9/was conside-

red with a general covariance group in it leaving invariant the chi-

ral subspace { ()<*/&
fl'")j. The bridges }-| Mfe) from the chiral SS to

the centra] one were introduced as prepotentiale. All the other

geometric objects were expressed in terms of rl . However,n them-

selves had to be constrained (since they contained spins as high

as 3). The introduction of H allowed to write down the action

as the invariant volume of the chiral subspace. Note .-.that the ability

to describe chiral 35 is needed not only for N=2 SG itself but

also for coupling of N=2 SYM to H=2 SG (recall that the action for

N=2 SYM (IV«34 ) is given as a chiral integral). One can say that

in 11=2 SG the notion of chirality is aa important as that of ana-

lyticity. This is in contrast to the TJ=2 SYM case where chiral

representations do not exist (except for the N=2 SYM field strength

V\7 (IV. $2.) itself).

So, one should try to piece together the approaches to N=2 SG,

In other words, the vielbeins in CB can be expressed in terms of

the bridges from analytic to central SS or, alternatively, of the

bridges from chiral to central SS. The two expressions should match,

so one finds a relation between H and V . So far it is not clear

for us whether this relation ie sufficient to rewrite the action

-1+6-



for IT--1 oG (given originally in terms of the constrained pre-

potentials K ) in terms of the unconstrained pre-prepotentiala

There is also another possibility. The action for H=2 SG might

be written as an integral over the analytic subspace. To this end

one should try to find an analytic density with U(1) charge +4.

A poQsible candidate ia

Here Ber (V**) is the superdeterminant of the vielbeina for the

analytic subspace ( M - **, f* + , ^+; A =4f*l+ /J+) . Y * * * is an ele-

ment of the vielhein matrix

of the analytic subspace (e.g., A =0 ,

torsion tensors ':

corresponding to all dimensions

»i+ , 5"> )»~̂ ~A a r e

(V.20)

This conjecture is baaed on an analogy with ordinary gravity. There

the action is

At present we are examining (V,19) to eee if it ie invariant and

if the Lagrangian is analytic. So far we have checked it in the

linearized approximation.

In conclusion we should stress that the presentation of this

section mas preliminary. The subject will be discussed in detail

elsewhere,

VI. Conclusion

So, the adequate framework for N=2 SUSY is harmonic SS with

the direct product of Minkowski space J}4 a™i the sphere SU(2)/U(1)

as its even part. The analytic SF's in this 53 are the quantities

in terms of which all the TJ=2 theories (those of matter, SYM and SG)

are formulated in explicitly covariant form without constraints.

The radically new feature observed there ie an infinite number of

gr'nge and auxiliary degrees of freedom. We believe that such a si-

tuation may reappear in some refined form for the higher N- exten-

ded SUSY theories. So the no-go theorems 31,11) f o r fi ndi n g a f_i_

nite number of auxiliary fields for N=4 theories (e.g. the SYM

one) can get a new and unexpected interpretation.

The method proposed in the present paper is a further deve-

lopment of the one for the N=1 case ' *. There the S3 was

"complexified" and the chiral basis was used in parallel with the

central one. In-the case N=2 a further step was made, the SS was

"harmonized" and extensive use of the analytic basis was made along-

side the central and chiral ones. This included an essential de-

velopment of the notion of Graesmann analyticity. We have intro-

duced it in " ' preserving only the 0(2)(u(1)) symmetry. The intro^

ductinn of harmonic variables makes it possible to keep the full

SU(2) symmetry (now we can say that in ^ U* ** were fixed at U * - i ,

It is our pleasant duty to note the following. Abdus Salam

and J.Strathdee helped UB to realize the relevance of the ideas
•i a)

of harmonic analysis on the example of Kaluza-Klein theories '.

In an interesting paper ' A. Rosly anticipated the role of the

variables of the type U^ in the context of the K=2 SYM constraints.

It should be mentioned also that zweibeins like component fielda

were used in ref. •*' to compensate the local SU(2) symmetry and

to convert it into global SU(2). The authors improved their know-

ledge of the compensation ideology (widely used in this paper) with

-1.7- -U8-
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the help of papers by B. de Wit, R.Philippe, J.W. van Holten and

Ao Tan Proeyen^ and WoSiegel and S.J.Gstes ' . During this

vnork papers by Luca Mezincescu ' and P.S.Howe, KoS.Stelle and

P.K.Townsend ' were read and reread many times.

Finally, the authors wish to thank cordially Dr. Boris Zupnik

for many stimulating discussion- ^ ° o f t h e authors

(S.K,) and (E.G.) would like to thank Professor Abdus Salam, the

International Atomic Energy Agency and UNESCO for hospitality at the

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste.

Appendix. Conventions and useful formulae

(Iso) epinor SU(2) and SL(2,C) indices are raised and lowered

as follows

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A. 3)

Complex conjugation rules;

-conjugation rules:

= -u\-.
Table I. Conjugation rules for

e+

e+

8"
e+

e~

V+

e~
B'
-6+

G~

-e+
-e+

U.4)

(A. 5)

Table II. Conjugation rules for

r

*

D +

D"
D~

~D+

D~

- D +

-D+

- D "

D"*

-D"
D"
D+

D"
D +

- D +

D"

(A.6)
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Covariant harmonic derivatives in GB

^ •+• + , , + L ~d r \— i i - t _ O_ _

I )
l _ p

1 ^ 0,

+• t

Table III. Conjugation rules for D + + iD ~»

D- D̂
Algebra of flat spinor and harmonic derivatives

= 0

CD3 ,

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.1O)

N»2 SS with central charge coordinate -*~ ~ •* added.

CBi

SUSY transformations

(A.11)

(A.12)

Ai ekC),

- 5 1 -

Spinor and harmonic derivatives in CB (A.11)

-iekkl
AB: (x^1 ̂ rj

N=2 SUSY transformationg

(A.13)

(A.H)

(A.15)

Spinor and harmonic derivatives in AB (A.H)

(A.16)

[9"

Symmetrization convention:

A (A.17)
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